Improve Application
Development And
Delivery With DevOps

WORKLOADS ARE HEAVILY DEPENDENT ON THE MAINFRAME

Always — 57%
Sometimes — 39%
No initiatives that involve both — 3%
Don’t know — 1%
96% of new business initiatives involve
the mainframe for both systems of record
and systems of engagement.

1. Decisions take
too long

8. Inconsistent
dev times
7. Manual
processes
6. Lack of app
modularity

90% face
business
and technical
challenges
when developing
mainframe
apps

2. Organizational
challenges
3. Quality
concerns
4. Inadequate
funding

5. Compliance
processes

90% experience challenges with their
mainframe application development and delivery:

39%
Long release
cycles

33%
Reduced project
scopes

30%
Need to work
around the
mainframe

Companies are taking steps to solve their
mainframe challenges:

48% Moving some applications off the platform

41% Working around the mainframe

40% Modernizing on the mainframe platform

But they run into more problems in the process:
47%
Unsecure
apps

45%
Increased
costs

44%
Low
performance

55%
Increased
complexity

47%
Duplicate
tooling

21%
Lack of tools
for analysis

LEVERAGE DEVOPS FOR AN INTEGRATED APP DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

Companies experience benefits as a result of
adopting DevOps:

48% Shorter
development/
delivery cycles

41% Faster response
to business needs

45% Improved
collaboration and
communication
between silos

91% of app dev professionals leverage DevOps,
but only 34% leverage it across the enterprise:
For all development activities — 34%
For new initiatives involving mobile or
user apps — 29%
For distributed systems only — 28%
Not leveraging/don’t know — 9%
Methodology: In this study, Forrester conducted an
online survey of 182 US and EU IT, I&O, and app dev
professionals at the director level and above responsible
for application development teams.

Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester
Consulting on behalf of Compuware, November 2016
Base: 182 US and EU IT, I&O, and app dev professionals
at the director level and above responsible for application
development teams
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